
Appendix 5 
 
Clwydian Range and Dee Valley Management Plan Policies delivered 
through the Our Picturesque Landscape Partnership Scheme 
 
Landscape Quality and Character  
PolSQ1 Conserve and enhance the Special Qualities and distinctive 
character of the AONB’s landscape and associated features including the 
historical built form.  
 
PolQ2 Safeguard the panoramic views, tranquillity and environmental quality 
of the AONB for the generations of today and the future.  
 
PolQ3 Secure the equitable, sustainable use of the area’s natural resource 
to conserve and enhance the special qualities of the AONB.  
 
PolQ4 Protect and promote traditional cultural distinctiveness within the 
AONB including the Welsh language.  
 
Habitats and Wildlife 
PolHW1 Secure natural systems and networks that provide more and better 
places for nature for the benefit of wildlife and people.  
 
PolHW2 Restore, reconnect and expand key habitats and species at a 
landscape scale in order to increase reliance to environmental change.  
 
PolHW3 Ensure that the conservation of habitats is an integral part of 
agricultural and field sports management.  
 
PolHW4 Ensure that the natural benefits and services of the landscape are 
properly understood and valued.  
 
The Historic Environment  
 
PolHE1 To conserve and enhance features and sites of archaeological, 
cultural or historic importance within the AONB whilst recognising the whole 
of the area has an historic dimension.  
 
PolHE2 Increase our understanding of all aspects of the Historic 
Environment of the AONB.  
 
PolHE3 Ensure that the World Heritage Site is conserved and enhanced in 
the context of its setting within the AONB.  
 
Access Recreation and Tourism  
 
PolART1 To promote the sustainable use and enjoyment and understanding 
of the landscape of the AONB in a way that contributes to local prosperity 
and social inclusiveness.  
 



PolART2 Ensure the attractiveness of the AONB’s landscape and views as a 
primary basis for the areas tourism are retained.  
 
PolART3 Ensure that all visitors and residents are able to experience and 
enjoy the benefits of the special qualities of the AONB within environmental 
limits.  
 
PolART4 Ensure that honey pots and other key access points are managed 
to a high standard and that they act as models of good practice in access 
and conservation delivery.  
 
Culture and People  
PolCP1 Ensure that new development adopts the highest standards of 
design and is sympathetic to the character and appearance of the AONB.  
 
PolCP2 Retain and improve essential services and facilities for local people.  
 
PolCP3 Ensure that local businesses and communities feel a sense of 
ownership and responsibility for their surroundings.  

 


